Abstract-Since security and privacy problems in RFID systems have attracted much attention, numerous RFID authentication protocols have been suggested. One of the various design approaches is to use light-weight logics such as bitwise Boolean operations and addition modulo 2 m between m-bits words. Because these operations can be implemented in a small chip area, that is the major requirement in RFID protocols, a series of protocols have been suggested conforming to this approach. In this paper, we present new attacks on these lightweight RFID authentication protocols by using the Gröbner basis. Our attacks are superior to previous ones for the following reasons: since we do not use the specific characteristics of target protocols, they are generally applicable to various ones. Furthermore, they are so powerful that we can recover almost all secret information of the protocols. 
INTRODUCTION
Recently, RFID systems have attracted much attention due to their wide applications including inventory control, logistics, supply chain management, etc.
Since communications in RFID systems are executed on public RF channels and any reader can get the tag's information easily, the systems without proper protection are vulnerable to eavesdropping, tracking, tag forgery, and cloning. These security and privacy problems prohibit more rapid and widespread deployments of RFID. To address these problems, numerous RFID authentication protocols have been suggested in various ways. One of them is to design authentication protocols by using only lightweight logics, such as bitwise Boolean operations and addition modulo 2 m , between m-bits words. Because these operations can be implemented in a small chip area, which is the major requirement in RFID protocols, a series of protocols have been suggested that conform to this design approach. The vulnerabilities of those protocols have also been presented. However, they were so specific to each target protocols that they were not applicable the other protocols. Furthermore, in most cases their concern was not to recover secure information but to point out the simple security flaws of the protocols.
In this paper, we present new attacks on these lightweight RFID authentication protocols using the Gröbner basis. Our attacks are superior to previous ones for the following reasons: since we do not use the specific characteristics of target protocols, our attacks are generally applicable to various ones. Furthermore, the attacks are so powerful that we can recover almost all of the secret information of the protocols. For concrete examples, we show that almost all secret variables of the six RFID protocols, LMAP, M 2 AP, EMAP, SASI, Lo et al. ' s protocol(LSY), and Lee et al. ' s protocol(LHYC), can be recovered within a few seconds. In the attack we need to solve systems of multivariate non-linear equations over GF (2) . All the equations are induced from the mathematical relations between secret variables and public ones that are obtained by passively eavesdropping on a few consecutive communication sessions. For solving the equation systems we used the Gröbner basis method, which is an emerging technique in recent cryptanalysis.
The summary of our results are given in Table 1 . In the table below, the second column denotes the number of eavesdropping sessions needed for the attacks and the third one means the average time consumed in recovering the secret variables by a Gröbner basis algorithm. The fourth column denotes the rates of the number of recovered variables over all the secrets and the final column means the number of guess needed for the attack.
Our results remind us that designing secure and lightweight RFID authentication protocols is not easy work. Using only simple arithmetic operations should especially be carefully considered.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce the preliminaries of this paper, which are RFID security, algebraic attacks, the Gröbner basis, and the notations used in the paper. In Section 3 we briefly introduce the RFID authentication protocols of our concern and the overview of our attack. We describe the detailed cryptanalysis on six protocols and their simulation results in Section 4. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES

Survey on RFID and its Security
A RFID system is an automated identification technology in which a small transponder (tag), attached to a real world object, receives and responds to radio-frequency queries from a transceiver (reader). It has been already widely used in daily life for access control, various payment systems, electronic identification cards, and so on. However, the most notable and revolutionary application of RFID system in the near future will be the replacement of the current barcode system for supply chain management, inventory control, and anti-counterfeiting. The attractiveness of the RFID over the barcode is twofold. First, unlike a barcode scanner, an RFID reader does not require line-of-sight or physical contact to scan an RFID tag. This feature reduces the cumbersome need for manual intervention in the scanning process. Secondly, an RFID tag assigns a unique serial number to an individual item, while a barcode typically specifies the type of product it is printed on. The unique identifier associated with an object can serve as a pointer to a database entry containing the detailed history of the object. Thanks to these features of automated scanning and unique identification, the RFID promises fine-grained tracking of inventory on an unprecedented scale. Although RFID systems have many benefits as described above, they have some problems with security and privacy, which prohibit the more rapid and widespread deployment of them. Since the communication between a tag and a reader is executed on public RF channels and any reader can get the tag's information easily, the systems are vulnerable to eavesdropping, tag forgery, cloning, tracking, and so on. We refer to [28] for more details on these issues. To address these problems, numerous physical protections and logical protocols have been suggested [3, 18] . Though physical protections such as the blocker tag [19] might be efficient solutions for some applications, they have limits for general and broad uses; hence they have not attracted much attention. On the contrary, logical protocols for RFID security have been intensively studied in various directions. In the early days several protocols using cryptographic hash functions and block ciphers were suggested [15, 28] . However, this approach was proved to be inadequate for RFID security, since currently used hash functions and block ciphers are too expensive to be operated in low-cost RFID tags [16] . The second approach was to design protocols by using hard mathematical instances such as LPN [20] . However, their securities are currently uncertain and still evolving. Another approach was to design protocols using only lightweight logics such as Boolean operations and integer modular addition. These protocols are our concerns in this paper, so we will introduce them minutely in Section 3.1.
Algebraic Attacks and the Gröbner Basis
Any cryptographic primitive can be modeled by a system of multivariate equations over a finite field. The basic principle of algebraic attacks is to construct and solve the equation systems whose solutions have a correspondence to secret information of the original cryptosystem. The attacks have been successfully applied to some multivariate public key cryptosystems [14] and stream ciphers [10, 11] . The feasibility of them against block ciphers is one of the current research areas in cryptography [5, 8, 9] . The core of the attack is how to solve the equation systems. Indeed, the problem of solving multivariate polynomial equations is known to be NPcomplete. However, the systems derived from cryptosystems are mostly sparse and their solutions lie in GF(2), in which cases they can be solved somewhat easily. So far many algorithmic techniques and tools are suggested to resolve it. Among them, the most popular and effective one is to use the Gröbner basis of polynomial ideals.
A Gröbner basis is a high-level mathematical concept with many applications in commutative algebra, algebraic geometry, and computational algebra [1] . For its broadness, a complete introduction of the concept is beyond this paper, and we don't need a deep understanding of the notion to understand this paper. Here, we briefly introduce its relevance to cryptography. As we mentioned above, the main relevance of Gröbner basis to cryptography is the utility in solving polynomial equation systems. If we have the following equation system over a field F , , 0, , , , 0, then we can find its solution set by computing the ideal I , , and the associated variety ν I . By the way, the Gröbner basis of I can provide implicit solutions to the equation system over the algebraic closure of F.
There are some reasons for the Gröbner basis to be more effective in solving equation systems arising in cryptography. Firstly, the solution of cryptographic equation systems mostly lie in a small finite field GF(q) and in most cases in GF (2) . So, we can restrict the solution to the base field GF(q) by adding the field relations 0 to the original equation system. This causes the basis to be found more quickly, since Gröbner basis algorithms work more efficiently when there are more equations. Secondly, cryptographic equation systems usually have a unique solution. In those cases we can effectively try the so-called guess-and-determine-attack. Usually Gröbner basis algorithms tend to be terminated more quickly when an equation system has no solution. Suppose an equation system has a unique solution. We can make a modified equation system by guessing some parts of the solution. If we guess inadequately, then the modified system will have no solution. Thus, Gröbner basis algorithms will output a result quickly, which enables us to know that we guessed badly.
There are well-known algorithms for computing the Gröbner basis of a given polynomial ideal [12, 13] , and practical S/W packages implementing them. In this paper we used the package PolyBoRi [4] .
Notations
Let X,Y be m-bits word, where m may be any non-negative integers, but mostly 96 and 128 in this paper. In the rest of this paper, we will use the following notations. : addition of x and y over GF (2) . · : multiplication of x and y over GF (2) . ·X : right l-bits shift of X. ·X : right l-bits rotation of X. ·X : left l-bits rotation of X. · X : n-bits left rotation of X, where n is the hamming weight of X. ·S , , , ∑ . ·S , , , ∑ .
GRÖBNER BASIS ATTACKS ON RFID AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS
RFID Authentication Protocols Based on Lightweight Operations
Since RFID tags are required to be low cost, they can only store hundreds of bits and have 5K-10K logic gates, and only 0.25K-3K gates can be devoted to security tasks [28] . Thus, standard cryptographic algorithms are too heavy to be implemented on such low-gated RFID tags. However, Boolean operations such as XOR, AND, OR, and modular addition are light enough to be implemented on them and multiple combinations of these operations seem to be a good candidates for one-way functions. These merits induce people to use those operations as building blocks for designing RFID authentication protocols. Of course, they are followed by various cryptographic scrutiny [2, 6, 17, 26] . However, since the merits of using only lightweight operations still exist and the defects seem to be easily remedied, modified protocols still have been suggested.
In this paper we show that these protocols are very vulnerable to a new attack by using the Gröbner basis. Concrete targets of our attack are LMAP [23] [21] . They have the standard challenge-response mutual authentication structures. So, here we describe only LMAP in detail and the other ones are simply introduced in the following subsections.
LMAP is based on the use of an index-pseudonym (IDS), which is the index of a table where all the information about a tag is stored. Each tag is associated to key K, which is divided into four parts each of 96 bits (K K K K K . In each tag, the 96-bits static identification number (ID) with the IDS and the key are stored, and the IDS and K are updated at the end of each session. The mutual authentication procedure is as follows (See also Fig. 1) :
The reader sends a hello message to the tag and the tag answers by sending its current IDS. By means of IDS, only an authorized reader is able to access the tag secret key K, which is necessary to carry out the next authentication stage. Then, the reader generates two random numbers R 1 and R 2 . With R 1 , R 2 , K 1 , K 2 and K 3 it generates the messages A, B, and C and then transmits them to the tag. Then the tag authenticates the reader and obtains R 1 and R 2 from A, B, and C. The random numbers R 1 and R 2 are used in updating the index-pseudonym and the key. Once these verifications are performed, the tag generates the answer message D to authenticate 
Overview of Our Attacks
The object of our attacks is to find all secret variables of the protocols. It is passive, that is, we only need eavesdropping for a few consecutive sessions for the attack. The number of eavesdropping sessions depends on the number of equations needed for the systems to be overdefined. We need to guess some bits of secret variables in the attack of SASI, LSY, and LHYC, but they are also mounted within practical time.
The general procedure for the attack is as follows: Figure out the relations between secret and public variables obtained from a session of the protocol. 2) Convert the relations to quadratic equations over GF (2) . 3) Estimate the number of consecutive sessions for the system to be over-defined. 4) Construct a system of equations over GF(2) from all the relations of the consecutive sessions. 5) Compute a Gröbner basis of the ideal generated by the polynomials in the equation system. 6) If Gröbner basis algorithms are terminated abnormally or they cannot produce sufficient solutions, increase the number of sessions and repeat 4) and 5), until we get all secret variables from the solution.
We used the S/W package PolyBori implemented at the Sage distribution of mathematical software [27] for a Gröbner basis algorithm. The simulations are run on a PC with 2.53GHZ Dual CPU and 3GB memory.
Converting Bitwise Operations to Algebraic Equations over GF(2)
In Gröbner basis attacks we need to convert relations which are given by bitwise operations and addition modulo 2 m to algebraic equations over GF (2) . The following theorem helps us to perform it automatically. Theorem 1. Let X, Y and Z be m-bits words. Then, the following four relations are converted to the corresponding system of quadratic equations in x i , y i and z i over GF (2) .
Proof. 1), 2), and 3) are easily verified by the definition of each operations and the truth table of , and .
For 4), we can describe X Y by using carry bits , , as follows.
for 1.
The first equation of 4) is equal to (2) . The second equation is obtained by cancelling c 1 in (3) and (4) for i=1. Using (4) and (5) 
CRYPTANALYSIS OF RFID PROTOCOLS
In this section, we describe the concrete attacks against six RFID authentication protocols and present the simulation results. The simulations were carried out in at least 10 random instances for all cases. Since registration, identifying, authentication, and variable updating procedures of all protocols are similar to the LMAP introduced in Section 3.1. We describe each protocol briefly, only by presenting the variables and relations between them.
Cryptanalysis of LMAP
LMAP -Secret variables
Shared secrets:
-Updating variables
Cryptanalysis
Except for (6) and (7), the above relations can be converted to quadratic equations over GF(2) by directly applying the rules in Theorem 1 and Remark 1. Since we know IDS, we can fix each bit of IDS K to 1 or according to ids i . Thus, (6) is converted to quadratic equations in and . For (7), it is equivalent to C IDS K R . Since we know the left term of this relation, it can be regarded as a modular addition of two unknowns, so we can also apply Theorem 1 directly. Therefore, we can convert all relations to a system of quadratic equations over GF(2) without any additional variables.
If we eavesdrop on one session of an LMAP, we can obtain 4 relations w.r.t. 7 secret variables. Thus, the converted system of equations cannot be over-defined. However, if we eavesdrop the next session, we can get another 9 relations (5 in updating variables and 4 in the authentication procedure of the second session) w.r.t. 13 unknown variables. Note that ID is not changed in the second session. The converted equation system from these relations may be over-defined. However, this is not true in practice. So, we increase the number of eavesdropping sessions until the converted system becomes to be over-defined. The simulation result in Table 2 shows that we can find all secrets from eavesdropping on 3 sessions.
In Table 2 the first column denotes the number of eavesdropping sessions. The next two columns denotes the number of variables and equations in converted quadratic equation systems over GF (2) . The fourth and fifth columns denote the average and maximum time consumed in finding a Gröbner basis. The last column denotes the ratio of the recovered ones over the all 
We divide the attack into two phases. In the first phase, we recover all secrets, except K 2 and K 4 . Next, we recover most bits of K 2 and K 4 . Firstly, suppose we eavesdropped on consecutive two sessions of M 2 AP. Then, we obtain 9 relations ( (8), (10), (12), (13), (14), (16) in the first session and (8), (10), (12) in the second session) w.r.t. 9 unknown variables K 1 ,
, and ID. If we convert these relations to an equation system over GF (2) and solve it, we can recover all variables. Table 3 shows the simulation results. The meaning of each column of the table is same to that of Table 2 . In the second phase, we may assume that all variables except for K 2 and K 4 are revealed in all sessions from the first phase attack. Thus, the relations of our concern are (9), (11), (15), and (17) . We constructed equation systems from those relations and tried to solve them. The simulation results are given in Table 4 . Most of the systems that were obtained from less than three sessions were not solved. In the case of three sessions, about a half of the systems were solved, but the recovering rates are less than 80%. From four sessions we could get solutions in almost all instances. These results accord with the well-known properties of Gröbner basis algorithms that work better with an increasing number of equations.
Cryptanalysis of EMAP
EMAP -Secret variables
where X(i:j) means (i-j+1)-bits string and F(X) means 24-bits string X(95:72) X(71:48) X(47:24) X(23:0). 
Cryptanalysis
Since IDS is known and X(i:j), F(X) are linear, all relations of EMAP except for (18) are converted to linear equations over GF (2) . Thus, the equation systems of EMAP are much simpler than those of previous protocols. This is the reason why EMAP is more easily broken than LMAP and M 2 AP, which is checked from the simulation results given in Table 5 . 
Cryptanalysis of SASI
Cryptanalysis
Since we do not know the rotation bits of (19) and (20) , in the attack of SASI we should try the guess-then-determine-attack.
Firstly, we assume that the rotation bits of (19) and (20) are known exactly. Then, we can construct an equation system of SASI like the previous subsections. Since (21) is so complicated, we divide it into two relations adding an additional variable as follows: With only one session, the converted equation system seems to be over-defined. But, the simulation showed that we need more than 3 sessions. In fact, with less than three sessions, PolyBori is terminated abnormally. With three sessions, in 7 over 10 instances we could find all variables. We could recover all secrets in all instances with four sessions. Simulation results are given in Table 6 . Now we should mention the complexity and method of guessing rotation bits in (19) and (20) . In each relation the number of different ways of rotation is at most 96, because the bit-length of all variables is 96. Thus, the number of guesses needed for the attack is not more than 96 2 , which is also practical in a PC. If equation systems have no solution, PolyBori informs us that the systems are inconsistent. In those cases it tends to finish faster than when systems have solutions as described early in Section 2.2. If we incorrectly guess the rotation bits of SASI, the possibility that equation systems are consistent will be extremely low, and PolyBori will finish earlier than the average time in Table 6 . From the simulation, we verified these phenomena. For example, in the case of 4 sessions PolyBori finished within 34 seconds on average for the wrongly guessed instances, while it returned the exact solutions after 61 seconds for the consistent ones. 
Cryptanalysis of LSY
B K R K 1 R R K 1 , (23) A R K R ,(22)B R K R R 1 R , A R K R , B R K R R 1 ID, A R K R ,(24)B R K R R 1 GID′, C R K K′, D GID′ R R K , E R K R K′.
Cryptanalysis
Firstly, we consider only two equations (22) and (23) . Then, the secret variables are only K and R 2 , and the converted system of equations is over-defined in most cases. So, we can get K and R 2 by solving the system. The simulation results are given in Table 7 . Next, R 3 can be recovered from (24) , and the remaining secret variables R 4 , ID, R 5 , and K' can be also recovered from the next relations sequentially.
Like SASI, we should guess the amount of rotated bits in (23) . The plausibility of a guessthen-determine strategy is the same as SASI, and the complexity of guess is at most 96. 
Cryptanalysis of LHYC
-Updating IDT and secret keys
Cryptanalysis
Like SASI and LSY, we need to guess the hamming weights of K and R. If they are correctly guessed, the equation system induced by (25) and (26) in only one session is enough to get K and R and the system is even linear. Thus, we do not need Gröbner basis algorithms for solving the system and we omit the simulation. The complexity for guessing is at most 128 2 .
CONCLUSION
In this paper we showed that six RFID authentication protocols based on bitwise operations and an addition of modulo 2 m are very vulnerable to an algebraic attack with the Gröbner basis. We could recover almost all of the secret variables of those protocols within a few seconds by our attack.
Our result shows that RFID authentication protocols should be more carefully designed, if we want to use simple arithmetic operations. Another contribution of this paper is that we presented the evidence that Gröbner basis is a powerful toolkit for cryptanalysis.
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